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N* Questions Answers 

1 Would another product be considered?  
As far as it matches what we specified to keep products looking the 
same.

2 
Would full length kick plates aligned with the doors be acceptable 
instead of legs?  

Yes 

3 Would manual programming, instead of a key, be acceptable? No, we need a key as the lockers will be assigned

4 
Would two hooks, one on each side, be acceptable instead of a 
double hook? 

Yes 

5 

The lock specified seems to have a setting for as assigned or 
shared use. Would one or the other or a mix be considered?  

a. If it is a multiuser lock, the digital lock also serves as a 
handle. If an additional handle is required, would a 
regular handle (not integrated) be acceptable?  

b. If it is an assigned lock, would a lock that does not serve 
as a handle and a regular handle (not integrated) be 
acceptable?  

a. No additional handle would be required; we would prefer a 
integrated handle to not have one that sticks out. But if lock 
has handle then that is sufficient as long as it does not stick 
out much.

b. Would prefer a multiuser lock.

6 
We would like to know if the laminate finish is just for the 
exterior, or is it required for the inside as well? 

The laminate is just for the exterior. 

7 
Concerning the the lock/handle combo.  Does this require a 
physical master and programming key? Also does the handle 
have to be integrated with the lock? 

It does require a master and programming key. No the handle does 
not have to be integrated with the lock, we just want a handle that is 
integrated in the locker door so it does not stick out or a lock with a 
handle that does not stick out much. 


